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Reading is a rainbow of adventures is the phrase that

interprets the world of Edizioni Piuma, where sensitivity
and diversity are the colours that inspire our stories.
With care and dedication, we have been working on a
catalogue of books for young readers, always attentive
and curious. The idea is to accompany them in their
growth by bringing them closer to science fiction and
dystopia or in those places of the imagination outside
the box.
From picture books (3+), we move on to illustrated
fiction (7+), and then focus on junior fiction with
AKAbook (10+) and Codici (11+), up to Codici XL for a
young adult audience (14+).
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MILE
Dario Orilio

LATE SUMMER

téphanie Demasse-Pottier
Clarisse Lochman

PICTURE BOOKS
Great authors for little connoisseurs!
These are the picture books designed for children aged
3 and over, in which the stories and the magic of the
illustrations open up worlds of quality storytelling. Between
watercolours and nursery rhymes, reading together with
mum and dad becomes a moment to recreate a magic
circle of fantasy and creativity.

UPCOMING RELEASES
The monkey and the fisherman
Cècile Metzger
Late Summer
Stéphanie Demasse-Pottier
illustrations Clarisse Lochmann

Picture Books
RIGHTS NOT
AVAIL ABLE

The Monkey and
the Fisherman
Author Cécile Metzger
Translation Alessandra FLorio
Age 03+
Pages 38
Format 24x32 cm
Hardcover
€ 22,00
isbn 978-88-97443-49-0
In northern Japan, among dense bamboo forests, a
tribe of monkeys awaits the arrival of winter. The cold
weather is almost upon us, and the macaques must
reach the warm mountain springs. Among them, one
cub gets lost in the forest. Fortunately, a river fisherman
rescues him and welcomes him home as a benevolent
spirit. But what will happen to their friendship when
spring returns?

Picture Books
RIGHTS NOT
AVAIL ABLE

Late Summer
Author Stéphanie Demasse-Pottier
Illustrations Clarisse Lochmann
Translation Alessandra FLorio
Age 03+
Pages 40
Format 16x22 cm
Hardcover
€ 20,00
isbn 978-88-97443-35-3

Selection BIEF 2022
Les Prix Sorcières 2022

The time has finally come to pack up and go home.
Summer is definitely over, but, as Dad says in the car on
the way home, “Cheer up! There’s no reason to be sad.”
Perhaps this painful moment can become a shared
happy memory for the family.... How about a little
detour on the way home? It might be a way to make the
summer last a little longer....

Picture Books
RIGHTS NOT
AVAIL ABLE

In the queue
Autore e illustrazioni Clarisse Lochmann
Translation Alessandra FLorio
Age 03+
Pages 44
Format 20x29 cm
Hardcover
€ 22,00
isbn 978-88-97443-35-3
A small mouse gets impatient in a museum entrance
queue. The mishap actually turns into an opportunity to
observe other visitors, but from a completely different
point of view. It becomes a hilarious gallery of animals,
parrots, a bear, even a mole, all tell a witty sociological
study.
Page after page, children will enjoy reading it in
the company of older children, interpreting the
protagonists’ situations.

Picture Books
RIGHTS NOT
AVAIL ABLE

Il pesce e l’uccellino
Author Kim Thúy
Illustrations Rogé
Translation Alessandra FLorio
Age 03+
Pages 36
Format 31,5x25 cm
Hardcover
€ 24,00
isbn 978-88-97443-28-5
The story of the fish and the little bird was born one
morning during a rude awakening of the author. She
imagined a goldfish conversing with a sun-colored bird.
But how could they play together since they were so
different? How could they love each other when they had
nothing in common?
The author found the answer somewhere between a
wingspan and a tender flutter of the fish’s gills.

Picture Books
RIGHTS
AVAIL ABLE

Alice in the Wonderland
Author Enzo Venezia
Series Avant-Garde Fable
Age 03+
Pages 60
Format 30x30 cm
Hardcover
€ 24,50
isbn 978-88-97443-23-0
Alice in Wonderland is the story of the discovery of the
world of fantasy, where anything is possible.
The celebrated protagonist travels in a crazy and
colorful geometric elsewhere, while the illustrations
flow as graphic translations of Lewis Carroll’s surreal
text, rewritten for the occasion in rhymes and rhymes
by Enzo Venezia. There is a moment when a spark of
magic is sparked, when an artist sits down and begins
to tell a beautiful story.

Picture Books
RIGHTS
AVAIL ABLE

L’arte di Giufà
Author Enzo Venezia
Series Avant-Garde Fable
Age 03+
Pages 32
Format 32x24 cm
Hardcover
€ 20,50
isbn 978-88-97443-26-1
Giufà is a character who comes to life among the alleys
of Palermo thanks to the cuntu (oral tale) of popular
culture. He is a comic mask, an icon rooted in the stories
and legends of the Arab world. From Turkey to North
Africa, this figure has entered legend, passed down
from century to century, to make people laugh and
wonder at the same time about human stupidity and
wickedness, which can be told to children through the
filter of the fable.

Picture Books
RIGHTS
AVAIL ABLE

Bugie e verità di Pinocchio
Author Enzo Venezia
Series Avant-Garde Fable
Age 03+
Pages 60
Format 32x24 cm
Hardcover
€ 22,00
isbn 978-88-97443-20-9
Pinocchio is a timeless character. In this new version, the
nursery rhymes are a back-and-forth dialogue between
the Blue Fairy and the puppet. The text plays page after
page with the illustrations in blue, almost as if it were
a dance in which the child never stops discovering the
wonders that a picture book can offer.

ILLUSTRATED FICTION
The series dedicated to children between the ages of
seven and ten collects fun and special stories, along
with illustrations that enrich the narrative within
the books, to make reading more engaging for our
young readers.
Amazing adventures and fun stories are the main
ingredients that make up this part of the catalogue.

UPCOMING RELEASES
RITA AND THE WITCHES OF PALAMÒS
by Sara Beltrame and Tommaso Vidus
Rosin second appointment of the
homonymous series.

Illustrated Fiction
RIGHTS AVAIL ABLE ONLY ASIA ,
AUSTR ALIA , SOUTH AMERICA , AFRICA

Arcobaligia
Author Giovanni Coccia
Illustrations Marco Cerminara
Age 7+
Pagine 48
Formato 17x24 cm
Cartonato
€ 15,00
isbn 978-88-97443-27-8

Arturo is eight years old and lives in Arcobaligia,
a cursed city. It is all the fault of Ombrellintesta, a
tremendous creature who guards the town. So Arturo
fights the monotony of his days by drawing. He looks
out the window and fantasizes about a world full of
colors. The discovery of a box of colored pencils, the
only ones around, will lead Arturo to pursue freedom,
finally confronting his enemies.

Illustrated Fiction
RIGHTS
AVAIL ABLE

MY STORIES
Author Benedetta Frezzotti
Age 7+
Pages 68
Format 17x24 cm
Hardcover
€ 16,00
isbn 978-88-97443-25-4

“I changed my mind, now I want to be an Instagrammer!”
Surprised by such impeccable logic, a parental couple
must choose whether to respond with a big “No” to their
child’s ambitions or go along with them.
Better then to provide little Daniel with the right tools
for him to grow up social conscious, thus realizing his
aspirations. Mom’s genius idea is then to teach him the
language of photography.

Illustrated Fiction
RIGHTS
AVAIL ABLE

RITA and the death tour
Author Sara Beltrame
Illustrations Tommaso Vidus Rosin
Age 7 +
Pages 200
Format 14,8x21 cm
Softcover
€ 18,00
isbn 978-88-97443-44-5
Margarida, known as Rita, is an 11-year-old girl.
At the age of about 4 she sees, under completely
random circumstances, a dead person and her parents,
as is often the case, try to protect her from the subject,
generating the opposite effect in her.
Rita begins to have rather obsessive fantasies about
death and as she grows up she becomes convinced
that her fears will end only when she takes the bull by

the horns. To begin with, one would need to know
everything there is to know about death, then one
could organize a nice summer tour of the various
cemeteries in Europe, for example. In short, Rita
certainly doesn’t lack ideas; what she lacks are
answers to certain questions.
What exactly happens to a person’s body when
they die? Is it really true that one is dead when the
heart stops beating? Untangling such a topic is not
easy, the literature on the subject is very scarce,
but Rita fortunately will not face her journey alone.
Accompanying her is Nando, her unlikely babysitter.
Rita and the Death Tour is an illustrated adventure
novel with no magic, no tricks, and no deception
because, as the protagonist points out, “Here we
are not in a Harry Potter story or even in the Lord
of the Rings saga. Everything here is, absolutely
everything, true.”

FIRST SELECTION
STREGA PRIZE
GIRLS AND BOYS
CATEGORY
8*

Dystopiac Fiction
RIGHTS
AVAIL ABLE

SALIS
the Balance of kingdoms
Autore Daniela Morelli
Illustrazioni Paolo d’Altan
Coord. progetto e grafica Laura Rota
Age11+
Pages 240
Format 14,2x19,2 cm
Softcover
€ 19,00
isbn 978-88-97443-29-2
Its name is Salisedine, known as Salis. She grows up in a
salt marsh where humans are slaves to the Salt Crystals
who rule the Mineral Kingdom. Salis is special, speaking
to the Moon who asks her to restore the Balance of the
Realms.
Orphaned by her mother, she runs away in search of her
father through the treacherous Sweet Water Region.

Will brave Salis make it to the Volcano? Will her
powers be contagious?
Salis is not only a rebellious and courageous
teenager, she has the power to restore Balance to
the Realms.
Born from a dystopian idea of Daniela Morelli
thanks to the meeting with Paolo d’Altan and Laura
Rota (designer), she develops with a cross-media

perspective, leading to experiment different narrative
paths.
From 2014 to 2016 she is the protagonist of the two
episodes Salis in Fuga and Salis nel Regno dell’Acqua
Dolce (picture books), two eponymous Apps and three
contemporary operas edited by Solocanto Op.64. In
2016 he won the Andersen Award for best cross-media
digital creation.

Series {The Codex}
If there is one thing I have learned from science fiction, it
is that every present moment is both someone’s past
and someone else’s future.
William Gibson

This is one of our most inspiring quotes for the series
dedicated to science fiction.
The series The Codes and The Codes XL is aimed at those readers
who need alternative themes to the world around them, but which
are quality and live in reading in a way that is consistent
for their age. This does not mean novels written simply, but
in the right way.
Even more so, after experiencing a historical moment of change
such as the pandemic, it became urgent to tell, through
metaphors of possible worlds, futuristic stories to better
understand our children’s present.
The illustrator of the series is Paolo d’Altan.

Fiction Dystopian
RIGHTS
AVAIL ABLE

THE ASH MILE
Author Dario Orilio
Cover Paolo d’Altan
Age 11+
Pages 200
Format 14,8x21 cm (copertina-poster 33x57cm)
Softcover
€ 18,00
ISBN 978-88-97443-48-3

In an alternate future, after a devastating eruption of
Mount Vesuvius, something mysterious lives and thrives
in the Mile of Ashes, a destroyed and inaccessible
tongue of land. Arrigo lives off the old stories of Naples
of yesteryear and driven by a desire to find out what
happened to his parents trapped in the Mile he ventures
out in search of them, discovering a surprising world.

Fiction Dystopian
RIGHTS
AVAIL ABLE

BEYOND THE FOG
Author Azelma Sigaux
Cover Paolo d’Altan
Age 11+
Pages 250
Format 14,8x21 cm (copertina-poster 33x57cm)
Softcover
€ 18,00
ISBN 978-88-97443-42-1

Year 2027, a killer fog has invaded the cities of the earth.
Supplies are scarce, Carlotta and Francesco’s parents
must find new ones, but they disappear. The two
siblings left alone try to reach high altitude shelters in
the Dolomites, where perhaps life is still possible, but
Francesco also disappears. How will Carlotta survive and
not give up?

Fiction Dystopian
RIGHTS NOT
AVAIL ABLE

THE EPHEMERAL
ARE IMMORTAL
Author Azelma Sigaux
Cover Paolo d’Altan
Translation Alessandra Florio
Age 11+
Pages 250
Format 14,8x21 cm (copertina-poster 33x57cm)
Softcover
€ 18,00
ISBN 978-88-97443-42-1
Thanks to Bogolux, a strange chemical, humans no
longer die. In order not to overpopulate the Earth, an
extermination of children begins. A rebellious couple
to save their son hide him in a bunker. Growing up,
June joins a group of mortal boys who try to awaken
everyone’s consciences by making them appreciate the
fear of death and the love of a life lived to the full.

Fiction Dystopian
RIGHTS
AVAIL ABLE

DASTAN
to the sea
Author Laura Scaramozzino
Cover Paolo d’Altan
Age 11+
Pages 190
Format 14,8x21 cm (copertina-poster 33x57cm)
Softcover
€ 18,00
isbn 978-88-97443-31-5
Dastan is a boy who escaped the terrible war that
destroyed Earth. In a cold and desolate world, he must
flee to the sea with other children like him, because
there are mysterious men trying to eliminate them all.
The only alternative is to survive, a situation that will
bring Dastan face to face with a mystery that has
haunted him since he was younger.

Fiction Steampunk
RIGHTS
AVAIL ABLE

STREGA PRIZE
GIRLS AND BOYS 2021
Best debut novel finalist

The Cloud Artist
Author Giorgia Simoncelli
Cover Paolo d’Altan
Age 11+
Pages 200
Format 14,8x21 cm (copertina-poster 33x57cm)
Softcover
€ 18,00
isbn 978-88-97443-30-8
A short message is the last thing Ally Mills received from
her father Grover, the greatest cloud designer in all of
England, who disappeared after traveling to Lettelton
with his White Wings. When she receives a visit from the
prime minister’s secretary, who asks her what happened
to “the clouds” and their draughtsman, Ally realizes that
her father is in serious danger.
From here begins for Ally, a surprising and twist-filled
journey in search of her dear father.

Dystopian Fiction YA
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RIGHTS NOT
AVAIL ABLE

THE SLEEP
OF THE DAMNED
Author Pascal Millet
Translation Alessandra FLorio
Età 14+
Pagine 250
Formato 14,8x21 cm
Brossura
€ 19,00
isbn 978-88-97443-47-6
In the near future, the Earth is dying. Society has chosen
to favor the wealthiest at the expense of the poor, and
the free movement of people is tightly regulated. Marcus,
Karel, and Anna do not give up. Dreams and ambitions
lead Marcus and Karel both to be recruited by RedSun,
a company in charge of human settlement on Mars. But
how not to repeat the mistakes of the past and turn the
colony into a sick new Earth? The red planet is destined for
a primitive struggle for the survival of the species and the
rebuilding of a bond beyond time and space.

Series {The Codex}

Dystopian Fiction YA
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AVAIL ABLE

EVERLASTING
Autore Juliette Pierce
Translation Alessandra FLorio
Età 14+
Pagine 500
Formato 14,8x21 cm
Brossura
€ 20,00
isbn 978-88-97443-33-9
“True love is real and Soulmates will find yours.”
This is how Everlasting sells Soulmates, its revolutionary
software designed to end declining birthrates. However,
As’s results are negative: “No match in the database.”
Unable to face the future without her Soulmates, As
regains hope when Everlasting offers to test a new
version of the software.
But every system has its flaws.

Series {The Codex}

The AKAbook series, in both print and digital versions
(fully accessible ebook), collects adventurous,
adrenaline-filled stories in which immersion in the plot
is made more immediate thanks to a special methodology
of textual and graphic devices, specially created.
Acceleration of text comprehension occurs page after
page through the use of colorful graphics and simple,
yet not trivial, grammatical constructions.
AKAbook stories can be truly inclusive and accessible
for children, especially those who come from other
countries or non-native speakers, without sacrificing
more interesting storylines and content for their age.

Junior

Color pages

Accessible reading
Book + ebook
NEXT
THE EATER OF NIGHTMARES
Sakura Mori
illustrations Benedetta Frezzotti

Visit our website
in the section dedicated to AKA

Fiction
RIGHTS
AVAIL ABLE

THE EATER
OF NIGHTMARES
Author Sakura Mori
Age 11+
Pagine 180
Format 14,8x20 cm
Softcover
€ 16,00
isbn 978-88-97443-46-9

Inside the book
JAPANESE MONSTERS
to be constructed as
beautiful origami made
by BENEDETTA FREZZOTTI

Mary is 12 years old and angry at the whole world.
Because of family problems, she finds herself living in
Tokyo under the same roof as an elderly, silent, creepy
writer. Japan is a land she increasingly detests. To make
matters worse, horrible nightmares come to disturb
her that keep her awake every night. Mary becomes
convinced it is all the writer’s fault. Mr. Yakumo moves like
a shadow in the night and only she can see inexplicable
things. But then what if it is all a bad dream?

Fiction
RIGHTS
AVAIL ABLE

S.O.N.O.
Author Benedetta Frezzotti
Age 10+
Pages 170
Format 14,8x20 cm
Softcover
€ 16,00
isbn 978-88-97443-37-7

A mysterious video game has triggered a dangerous
countdown, but that will not be the only problem to be
faced. Indeed, connected to the race against time is
the sudden disappearance of Somchai, a Thai boy who
has lived in Italy for years. It will be his friends and a
resourceful elderly neighbor who will try to reconstruct
his last movements in order to rescue him, but will they
be able to do so in time?
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Illustrazione Paolo d’Altan

